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As more information and computer applications become available, it becomes

increasingly more important for educators to consider electronic media in the classroom.

However, the abundance of information that is now available, especially through improved

access to the Internet, is so great that teachers can become overwhelmed and,

unfortunately, limit opportunities for their students. There is a need for teachers to become

computer literate in order to operate computers and facilitate effective integration of the

Internet into the classroom curriculum. A study was conducted at Eagle Mountain-

Saginaw I.S.D. to determine the impact on student use of electronic information systems

when teachers have been given instruction. Following an inservice training that included

an orientation to the Internet and a guidebook listing Internet resources, participants

experienced a decreased level of anxiety when using computers and began to provide more

opportunities for their students to interact with computers and the Internet.
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THE PROBLEM AND ITS PURPOSES

Today's students are growing up in an electronic age much more advanced than

the generations before and they are watching changes in technology take place at an

exponentially faster rate. From the day they were born, technology has been a part of

their learning and, for them, transferring a technical skill to something previously learned

is as natural as learning a new word or taking a new step. Television, computers, video

games and other electronic devices inform students about almost every aspect of life and

entertain them for up to sixteen hours a day. Students of this generation are comfortable

learning through technological means and, in fact, expect immediate access to information

and quick responses to questions that today's technology can provide. Teachers and

educators must not disappoint these learners, but must dive into technology with them.

They must learn from their students and guide the learning process by providing

encouragement, a road map to resources, and a curriculum designed to meet individual

students' needs. And, as more information and applications become available, it becomes

increasingly more important for educators to consider electronic media and be able to

make accurate judgments about the instructional quality of various applications.

However, the abundance of information that is now available, especially through

improved access to the Internet, is so great that teachers can become overwhelmed. This

has created problems. Many educators are apprehensive and may avoid or limit student

access to electronic information required for students to be competitive in today's

environment. Additionally, classroom time is precious and teachers do not want to waste
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any time with applications that do not meet their curricular needs. At the same time,

teacher preparation time is severely limited and teachers are finding it more and more

difficult to review a significant percentage of the resources available. Teachers need an

efficient means for locating and evaluating resources.

The purpose of this study is to determine the impact on student use of electronic

information systems when teachers have been given instruction on their use. Educators

will be given an orientation to the Internet that includes a general overview of the

technology and its possibilities for their classroom. They will receive a guidebook that

lists educational resources on the Internet, a brief description of each, and an Internet

address for easy navigation. In addition, an evaluation model will be introduced so

teachers can quickly assess applications found on the Internet based on the application's

appropriateness for the classroom, its intended audience and its instructional soundness.

By providing teachers with a solid introduction to the technology, a handy reference book,

and an easy-to-use evaluation tool, it is expected that they will incorporate information

found on the Internet into their lessons at least twice a month. In addition, teachers will

allow students to access information on their own, provided computers and Internet

access are available, at least once a month.



REVIEW OF SUPPORTING LITERATURE

Most will agree that in order for computers and wide-area telecommunications

systems to be successfully integrated into the classroom, all participants in the educational

process must perceive these technologies as being readily accessible. These technologies

must also add value to the current mode of teaching and must be appropriate for the

educational culture. Other barriers such as connectivity, the availability of computers,

and limited educational resources for technical and curricular support do exist. However,

the focus of this literature review is the barriers imposed due to limited or inadequate

computer training for teachers. Teachers do not receive adequate computer training as

part of their pre-service training and they are very anxious when it comes to learning about

computers. Most pre-service training focuses on learning about computers rather than

learning about how to integrate computers into the classroom. In addition, teachers find it

difficult to find time for sufficient training due to heavy workloads and demands after they

begin teaching.

America is shifting from an industrial age to an electronic age and, unfortunately,

educational facilities may not be able to adjust to the rapid changes in technology. Many

people, especially those already quick to judge our educational system, are questioning the

ability of educators to prepare today's youth to deal with our changing society. We have

spent millions of dollars acquiring computers, but have not spent the money necessary to

adequately train our classroom teachers, those people who control what and through what

method our children learn. The demand is for educators to respond with more and more
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effective instructional methods. We must provide them with the training to do so.

Concerned parties agree that telecommunications, mainly e-mail and the Internet, offer

many opportunities for learners to control the way they learn. Learners can solve

problems with others throughout the nation and acquire a broader and more practical

understanding of computer usage. In addition, telecommunications offer teachers and

administrators a creative and effective method for exchanging ideas and solving problems

(Bernauer, 1995). This type of learning and sharing is becoming relevant to the lives of all

citizens and is a technology that is here to stay. We must tap its greatest potential for use-

-our children.

Teachers express a great deal of interest in learning how to effectively use the

Internet and other on-line applications. They desire to provide an adequate and

productive computer experience for their students; however, many studies reveal that

teachers often express feelings of anxiety, confusion and fear when working with

computers. According to Barker (1994), children receive a positive and rewarding

learning experience if teachers are less anxious and more knowledgeable in computer

usage. Barker discovered that teachers are using computers and taking their students to

computer labs for hands-on experience on a very limited basis. She conducted a study

involving 27 teachers to determine why so few of a district's teachers visited the school's

computer labs. She also wanted to determine if more visits to the lab accompanied by

trained teachers would produce students more excited about learning via a computer.

Barker's first goal was to have the teachers gain the knowledge and understanding of
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technological operations and, therefore, be able to use the computers. Her second goal

was to increase teacher awareness of the educational computer programs available for the

integration of computer education into the classroom curriculum. To accomplish these

goals, Barker implemented a peer coaching plan along with 40 hours of in-service training

and numerous software presentations. Following training, the computer sign-up sheet,

used to measure computer lab use, indicated that 22 of the 27 teachers were familiar with

computers. In addition, teachers felt confident and comfortable using computers, and

comfortable with the idea of implementing the computer system into their classroom

curriculum. Twenty-five of the 27 felt extremely well prepared to use the computer lab

with their students. Barker feels a peer approach to training created a cooperative

computer-based learning environment in which teachers helped teachers overcome

computer anxiety. Inservice training increased awareness and software presentations

informed teachers of what was available. In addition, students taught by the trained

teachers were more positive about their visits to the computer labs and demonstrated a

higher quality of performance.

Integrating computers into schools also causes other anxieties and fears.

Piotrowski (1992) discovered that there are those people who believe that computers are

not very important and, whatever the students may want to know, they can learn at home.

They feel that technology is changing so rapidly that it would be a waste of taxpayers'

money to train teachers on technology soon to be obsolete. And, there are many teachers

who are feeling so overwhelmed by other responsibilities associated with teaching that the
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thought of learning about computers and changing a successful curriculum seems futile.

For these teachers, the personal cost in energy must be worth the return for their students.

To accomplish this, training must reveal a tool that is simple, versatile, and compatible

with their needs, goals, and values. Practitioners will adopt a technology only after they

understand and accept its uses, characteristics and proposed benefits (Wesley & Franks,

1994).

Many people and groups have studied how teacher and student attitudes toward

computers affect the integration and use of computer technology in schools. From 1991-

1992, Davidson and Ritchie (1994) conducted a study at Highland Park Elementary

School, in Austin, Texas to determine if student and teacher attitudes toward computers

affect integration and if those attitudes change or remain constant after the implementation

into the classroom. During the first year of the experiment, teacher attitudes were

generally very positive. Eighty-five percent valued teaching with technology. Ninety-

seven percent agreed or strongly agreed that the use of technology will enhance teaching

and improve student performance. All participants believed computer use was of value to

students. However, teachers still had some concerns. Fifty-nine percent believed their

role as a teacher would be more complex and forty-one percent were concerned that

teachers may have to compete with computer instruction. Twenty-five percent believed

computers would increase their planning time. Following training and implementation,

teachers increased their use of the computer substancially. In fact, most valued teaching

with computers. Ironically, after training, forty-two percent of them expected computers
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to actually decrease their planning time. The success of the implementation was attributed

to a training program that consisted of a self-paced study (teachers were allowed to take

PCs home for the summer) and teacher sponsored computer training sessions where

teachers informally taught other teachers. Additionally, teachers could participate in up to

20 computer training opportunities.

Many states have attempted to implement similar technology training programs,

requiring teachers to be trained in computer hardware, software and system components.

Unfortunately, regulations requiring teachers to enhance their teaching credentials and

show evidence of this type of computer knowledge only increases the anxiety levels of

teachers. According to a study of thousands of college students, business people, teachers,

and students conducted by Rosen and Weil (1990), restrictions such as required

coursework or credentials intensify computerphobia, or the fear of using computers.

Teachers must gain computer experience in the same environment they want to provide

for their students -- an environment that is comfortable, encouraging, and motivating.

Schools can promote computer literacy among teachers by providing concrete support,

making inservice training comprehensive and long-term and offering opportunities for

participation.

Concern over computer literacy led North Carolina (1983) to develop a state plan

for Computer Utilization in North Carolina Public Schools. This plan recognizes the

anxieties associated with computers and identifies essential elements to include in a

computer literacy program for teachers: overcoming negative attitudes, familiarizing users
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with the basic components of the computer, describing what computers can and cannot

do, introducing computer programming, identifying sources of information about

computers and software, and discussing the impact of computers on society (Geisert &

Futrell, 1989). North Carolina gives current teachers many opportunities to acquire the

necessary competencies and, to insure success, students enrolled in the state's student

teacher programs must acquire the same competencies.

North Carolina, like many other states, discovered that the majority of teachers

coming out of undergraduate programs are not prepared to teach using technology. Only

Eighteen percent of the student teachers surveyed felt they were prepared to use

computers to teach students. They found that most computer courses given to preservice

teachers are frequently taught by technology specialists who do not focus on how

computers can be used to enhance curriculums, but rather on how computers work and

how to program the machines to function in a certain way. The truth, however, is that

only a small percentage of the student teachers will actually be teaching computer classes

where programming skills will be useful. Many great instructional software programs are

already available. Teachers just need to know how to integrate them into their classrooms

(Barker, 1994).

The struggle that remains, however, is that teachers must first learn the technology

before they can use it as a tool. Training programs must balance the need to know how to

operate the computer with the need to use the computer to effectively instruct students.

Teachers have learned how to use technologies before. Afterall, learning to teach using
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other audio, video and electrical devices was also a challenge. The difference is not so

much in the technologies themselves, rather in teachers' perceptions of technology.

Training must supply enough of the basics so that teachers can return to their classrooms

and apply what they have learned.

Many have recognized the need to approach training in this manner. Piotrowski, in

a study of teacher training techniques in 1992, proposed that the ideal training would

consist of several short training sessions addressing only one facet of the technology at a

time. The teacher would then go back to the classroom and implement the part of

technology they learned over the course of a semester. If at any point during the semester

they had additional questions, they could call the technical director of the school or the

training instructor to discuss the issue. After the semester was over, the teachers would

take another training class and again discuss questions and problems associated with the

technology. Piotrowski felt that training increments of technology at a time would

decrease the anxiety felt by teachers and reinforce learning. She, like others, believes that

the success of integration rests on continuous development of teachers and can only work

if the proram provides sufficient time for practice and feedback regarding the technology.

Teaching students to use computers requires that teachers alter traditional teaching

styles. While working in a computer lab situation, teachers find themselves acting as the

classroom facilitator as opposed to their former role of the classroom director who

provided instruction through lectures. This new technology requires them to spend much
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of their time locating appropriate resources and designing projects and tutorials to

promote "learning by doing" (Barneaur, 1995).

In 1994, Wesley proposed an approach that appears to help teachers make this

adjustment. He proposed that schools set up Virtual Classrooms accompanied by

Vertically Integrated Technology Training for Education (VITTE). A virtual classroom is

a network of learners engaged in related learning who can provide each other support and

encouragement throughout the learning process. The virtual classroom benefits both

teachers and students. Teachers interact with colleagues via electronic networking to

share ideas and solve problems by communicating with peers encountering the same

learning experience. Armed with new and varied methods for dealing with situations, they

can present and guide their students using the knowledge of many as opposed to the

knowledge of one. Students, by virtue of the situation, direct much of their own learning,

working at a pace that is comfortable and across functional areas that they find interesting.

Students engaged in this type of learning naturally take on more responsibility for their

own learning.

Wesley believes that this acceptance of new and greater responsibility will lead to

the second phase of his plan, Vertically Integrated Technology Training for Education

(VITTE). VITTE assumes that all parties involved in education (administrators, teachers,

and students) are trained simultaneously in order to provide support and encouragement

to one another while exchanging knowledge in a networked setting. Students become

partners in their education equal to administrators and teachers. Although VITTE is
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clearly inconsistent with the established structure of education including natural hierarchies

and top-down information flow, this type of training can be very effective. Students often

have more experience using computers than their teachers and administrators. Therefore,

they make great resources for training. The VITTE approach creates a networked

environment within the classroom similar to what educators and students will find using e-

mail and the Internet.

Also interested in the impact of students and teachers learning together, the

Nebraska K-12 Internet Evaluation Project focused on the Internet as a

telecommunications resource. This project studied the Internet usage of 767 students and

teachers at the University of Nebraska at Omaha to determine if Internet usage increased

with training and if the sharing of expertise facilitated Internet usage. Members of this

project were also concerned with the impact Internet usage would have on the role of the

teacher and how Internet usage in schools affected the attitudes of students and teachers.

The Nebraska Project developed their training in three phases: awareness, experience, and

integration. During the awareness phase, teachers and students were merely exposed to

the technology. Phase two gave them the opportunity to experience some of the

technology uses in a shared, comfortable "hands-on" environment where knowledgeable

people were on hand for assistance. During the last phase, integration, demonstrators

revealed how teachers might use certain technologies in the classroom. Students and

teachers shared what they learned with each other and with other students and teachers

around the world. Members of the project interviewed teachers, recorded machine usage,

and documented classroom computer use to determine the results of their study. Use of
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the Internet increased substantially during the next few years. Now, many teachers use

resources on the Internet or take their classes to one of the college's computer labs and

are including educational technology as part of their research agendas. Teachers identified

as innovative users often involved students directly in the use of the Internet and often had

students publish as well as retrieve information on the Internet. Additionally, student

research was at a much higher level and interdisciplinary curriculum connections were very

common. It would seem that the Internet does provide a chance to truly break down the

walls of individual classrooms, and make the vast sources of information around the world

available to all (Topp, 1995).



METHODOLOGY

Subjects

A teacher inservice was conducted with 10 teachers, 2 administrators, and 4

librarians from the Eagle Mountain - Saginaw Independent School District. Three of the

sixteen participants consider themselves beginner computer users while the other thirteen

rated themselves as having intermediate or advanced computer skills and have worked

with at least six different types of software applications. Five of the participants indicated

that they had worked on the Internet, but still had less than 1 year experience with the

technology.

Criteria for participation in the study included the desire to learn more about the

Internet and the willingness to allow publication of results. Participants received inservice

credit from the school district for their participation.

Materials

Participants were given a guidebook listing educational resources (see Appendix

B), an evaluation model (see Appendix C), and a questionnaire (see Appendix A). The

guidebook included Internet homepage addresses to teacher forums on various subjects,

teacher organization home pages, research materials covering educational areas of interest,

and sites where teachers can download shareware applications. The guidebook reflected a

uniform cross-section of resources available to educators desiring to enhance their K-12

13
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curriculums. The two stage evaluation model provided the participants step-by-step

instructions for evaluating software applications found on the Internet.

Procedures

Participants attended a three hour inservice where they participated in a one hour

presentation. A brief historical overview of the Internet was presented along with a

description of web browsers, web servers, Uniform Resource Locators and home pages.

Following the introduction, participants were given an educational resource guidebook

listing educational resources including the resource title, targeted subject area, and

Internet address. Also included was a brief description of the application and instructions

for downloading. The guidebook allowed participants to quickly access applications

appropriate for their classroom and they used the guidebook to access several of the more

popular sites.

During the final hour of inservice, the teachers were trained on the 2-stage

software evaluation tool and used the tool to evaluate a shareware application. Phase I of

this evaluation model showed teachers how to use the Northwest Regional Literacy

Resource Center Evaluation Tool. Software distributors often use this guide to evaluate

general characteristics of software packages including technical quality, userfriendliness,

and documentation. Teachers used the guide to narrow their software choices in a

reasonable amount of time. After software choices were narrowed, teachers conducted

the second phase of the evaluation process. Phase II is a simplified version of the Reiser
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and Dick software evaluation model that focuses on the collection of performance data to

determine the extent to which students learn the skills intended by the software.

Prior to training, teachers answered 6 questions on a questionnaire relating to their

knowledge of computers and the internet. One month after the inservice, the teachers

were interviewed over the telephone and the answers to post-training questions were

obtained. Teachers were asked to evaluate their use of the Internet as a resource in the

classroom and to compare their current usage to their usage prior to the inservice. In

addition, they were asked to comment on the guidebook and the evaluation tool and

evaluate whether or not these two components of the inservice proved to be useful and to

what extent.

Literature Review

Information was compiled following database searches conducted by the author at

the University of North Texas and through the American Society for Training and

Development's TrainLit. Databases searched at the University of North Texas included

ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center), and Dissertation Abstracts for 1990

through June 1995. Additional Internet databases were searched including Melvyl's

database of computer-related journals and magazines, and the American Business Index,

both since 1991.



RESULTS

The responses to the teacher questionnaire were compiled resulting in the

following data representations. In addition, participant comments are summarized.

Question #1: On the average, how much time per week do you spend on the
Internet?

12

10

U Prior to
8 Training

# of Participants 6
D After

4 Training

2

0
None < 1 1 to < 4 4 to < 10 over10

Time in hours

Figure 1

Prior to and after training, participants were asked to estimate the amount of time

they spend on the Internet. Responses to initial questions regarding familiarity with the

Internet revealed that participants knew very little about the Internet before training and

those with the experience had only been working with the Internet for a few months.

Following the training session, twelve participants began using the Internet. In addition,

several increased the number of hours they are logged on. Six of the participants are

spending more than four hours per week. Such a result suggests that the initial training

workshops alleviated some of the fears associated with computers and the Internet.
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Question #2: On the average, how much time per week do you
spend communicating with other educators on the Internet?

16

14
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# of Participants 8 Training
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DAfter

4 Training

2

0
None < 1 1 to < 4 4 to < 10 overl10
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Figure 2

Prior to training, when asked to indicate how much time they spent communicating

with other educators on the Internet, only one participant responded positively. After

training, nine teachers revealed that they spent some of their time communicating with

other educators. Participants also commented that they used the list of educational

resources provided at training to locate the web sites of teacher organizations and activist

groups. Few, however, had used the Internet to secure curriculum ideas or to discuss

educational issues directly with others.



# of Part

Question #3: On the average, how many times per month do you take your
students to the computer lab to interact with the Internet?
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Figure 3

Prior to training, no participants made it a practice to take students to a computer

lab to interact with the Internet. However, during the one month following training, three

participants took classes of students to the lab. Six of the participants did not respond to

this question because they are administrators or librarians and do not have organized

classes of students. The participants expressed the desire to take students into the lab

after they themselves feel comfortable with the technology and after they have a chance to

incorporate information into their lesson plans formally.

18
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Figure 4

When asked to rate the degree that the Internet training facilitated Internet usage,

fifty percent of the respondents answered this question with the score of a 6 or 7 on a 9

point scale. During the interview portion of the survey, most agreed that the Internet

training was helpful and that they felt better about the Internet and the mystique

surrounding this technology. Several commented that the list of Internet providers

supplied during training helped them locate an Internet service provider and get logged on

at home. Most of the participants are using the Internet from their home PCs rather than

the PCs in the labs at school.

Question #4: To what degree did the Internet training facilitate your use of
the Internet?

1not at all................................9very much

N/A
0%

2

:., 3: 0%

4
"0

- 1 il spil i
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Question #5: When you find an application on the Internet, how often do you
use the Software Evaluation Tool to evaluate the application?

1=not atall..............................9=every time

Figure 5

Only six of the participants attempted to use the Software Evaluation Tool to

evaluate applications found on the Internet. Many expressed concerns about the

effectiveness of the tool indicating that the process for using it was very time consuming

and at times frustrating. Some participants attempted Phase I of the process, using the

tool to do a cursory evaluation of the application. Phase II, however, required that

teachers use students to actually test the application in a classroom setting. Most

respondents indicated there was no time available to complete Phase II of the evaluation.
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Figure 6

Participants were asked whether or not the Software Evaluation Tool facilitated

their usage of the Internet. Given that few participants used the Software Evaluation

Tool, most indicated that this question was not applicable to them. Those that used Phase

I of the tool to narrow the abundance of Internet resources available found it somewhat

useful scoring a 4 on a scale of 9 to this question. Several said that they would probably

not use Phase Ito evaluate applications formally. However, they would probably consider

the quality of the documentation included, the hardware requirements of the application,

and the grade level appropriateness. One of the teachers mentioned that Phase II would

be a useful tool to implement when considering an application to be used by many teachers

or an application requiring a substantial financial investment.

Question #6: To what degree did the Software Evaluation Tool
provided at training facilitate your use of the Internet?

1 =not at all ............................. 9 =very much
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Figure 7

Participants were asked to rate whether or not the guidebook listing educational

resources facilitated their use of the Internet. Most of the participants agreed that the list

of Internet resources provided at training gave them the head start they needed when

logging on to the Internet for the first time. They found that the sites served as a spring

board to other sites related to the same subject. Several of the participants also expressed

a desire to use the sites listed for use with their own children at home. Because only core

subject sites were listed, a few expressed disappointment that there were not more sites

directed at their particular subject area. Some of the participants who are not teachers

desired more sites related to counseling, libraries, etc.

Question #7: To what degree did the Education Resources list provided at
training facilitate your use of the Internet?
1=not at all...........................9=very much



DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

There is a need for teachers to become computer literate in order to operate

computers and facilitate effective integration of the Internet into their classroom

curriculum. The problem that exists is that teachers are not spending adequate time in the

computer lab with their students; therefore, the students are not receiving effective

computer knowledge and experience. Staff development is an essential component that is

time consuming and the most complex part of the process of implementing computers into

the instructional program of a school. Although very time consuming, it must be done.

Training teachers how to use computers and the Internet has been a part of many staff

development initiatives, but these programs have concentrated on the parts of the

computer and introductory computer programming instead of presenting methods for

combating computer anxiety and techniques for implementing computer usage into the

curriculum.

The participants of the training provided at Eagle Mountain-Saginaw I.S.D.

received an introduction to the Internet and a list of easy to use resources designed to

calm their fears associated with computers. In addition, they were given a method for

evaluating the resources they located so that they could then begin to implement them into

their curriculum. When questioned about their Internet usage following training, three of

the participants indicated that they had taken their students to the school's computer lab in

the last month and several others expressed an interest in doing so in the future. Most felt
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that the Internet training they received was very informative and helped them to

understand more about Internet technology. In addition, they felt the list of educational

resources would come in handy when they began to consider integration of the Internet

into their curriculum. However, only a few of the participants attempted to use the tool

for software evaluation when they found Internet resources. Additionally, those who

attempted to use the instrument found it time consuming and difficult to use, especially

Phase II of the instrument that required testing the shareware with students.

Following training, participants are using the Internet more often than they were

prior to training. Although three participants took students to the computer lab, this

evidence does not strongly suggest that participants are incorporating information found

on the Internet into their lessons twice a month. The teacher training was conducted

during the last six-week grading period of the school year. This could account for the

slow integration. Participants commented that they were interested in using the Internet in

their curriculum, but could not find the time at the end of the year to make the necessary

adjustments. At the end of the year, teachers, administrators, and librarians are trying to

complete curriculum agendas, plan end-of-the-year activities, administer achievement

tests, and deal with students who have extra energy because of the approaching summer

vacation. In addition, participants indicated that the end of the year is a popular time to

use the computer lab and it is difficult to schedule time for a class of students. Several

participants also revealed that, although they felt the training was useful, they would like

to receive follow-up training after they have had a chance to work with the Internet for a
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period of time. They also commented that the Software Evaluation Tool was too time

consuming and frustrating to use. Introducing this somewhat complex evaluation tool

during a more advanced training session, after teachers have had time to practice the

Internet, might be more appropriate.

The participants' responses to questions and comments reveal a decrease in

computer anxiety and an increase in computer and Internet usage, although not quite the

level anticipated. By providing training at a different time of the year and following up

with additional training after a period of time, I believe usage will increase even more and

teachers and educators will begin to integrate computers and the Internet into their

classrooms on a regular basis.



APPENDIX A

INTERNET TRAINING PRE/POST

EVALUATION TOOL
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Internet Training
Pre/Post Evaluation Tool

Name: Phone:

Room/Office#: Check One:Li Teacher

LILibrarian

LIAdministrator

Sction 1: To be completed pror to Internet training.

General Knowledge of Computers

1. How many different software packages have you worked with?

None__ 3-4
1 5-6

2 more than 6

2. How would you rate your skills as a computer user?

Beginner Intermediate Advanced

General Knowledge/Use of the Internet

3. How long have you worked on the Internet?

never 3 months to less than 6 months
less than 1 month 6 months to 1 year
1 month to less than 3 months 1 year or more

4. On the average, how much time per week do you spend on the Internet?

none 4 to less than 10 hours
less than one hour over 10 hours
one to less than 4 hours

5. On the average, how much time per week do you spend communicating with other
educators on the Internet?

none 4 to less than 10 hours
less than one hour over 10 hours
one to less than 4 hours
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6. On the average, how many times per month do you take your students to the computer
lab to interact with the Internet?

none 3 - 4 times per month
less than 1 time per month more than 4 times per month
1 - 2 times per month

Use of the Internet After Training

7. On the average, how much time per week do you spend on the Internet?

none

less than one hour
one to less than 4 hours

4 to less than 10 hours
over 10 hours

Comments:

On the average, how much time per week do you spend communicating with other
educators on the Internet?

none 4 to less than 10 hours
less than one hour over 10 hours
one to less than 4 hours

Comments:

9. On the average, how many times per month do you take your students to the computer
lab to interact with the Internet?

none

less than 1 time per month
1 - 2 times per month

3 - 4 times per month
more than 4 times per month

Comments:

8.
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Internet Training Evaluation

10. To what degree did the Internet training facilitate your use of the Internet?

not at all
1

very much
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 NA

Comments:

When you find an application on the Internet, how often do you use the Software
Evaluation Tool to evaluate the application?

not at all every time
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 NA

Comments:

12. To what degree did the Software Evaluation Tool provided at training facilitate your
use of the Internet:

not at all
1

very much
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 NA

Comments:

13. To what degree did the Education Resources list provided at training facilitate your use
of the Internet:

very much
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Comments:

11.

not at all
1 NA
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Educational Resources on the Internet

National PTA 100th
Anniversary

Links to web pages of
and estate PTAs.

http://www.pta.org/

National Center for Presents views of the http://zzyx.ucsc.edu/ K-12
Research on Cultural National Center for Cntr/cntr.impact.ht
Diversity and Second Research on Cultural ml
Language Learning Diversity and Second

Language Learning. Center
researchers contribute
information about (1) how
children learn, (2) changing
perceptions of culturally
diverse children, (3) and

___________________sociocultural theory, etc. ________________

EdWeb: Exploring Explores the history of http://kl2.cnidr.org: K-12
Technology and School WWW development and the 90/resource.cntnts.h
Reform potential role WWW can tml

play in the classroom.
Teachers users how to

___________________create home a es.

NASA K-12 Internet Shows educators how to http://quest.arc.nas K-12
Initiative: Net-Based effectively bring the a.gov/net-
Learning internet into their learning.html

classrooms through 4 basic
steps: (1) a plan, (2) a
network connection, (3)

_________________training and (4) resources.

Teacher Technology Provides teachers and http://www.lacoe.ed K-12
Center administrators the u/doc/TTC/Center.h

opportunity to master tml
technology for classroom
use. Assists teachers and
administrators to use and
implement the philosophy
and tenets of each subject-
matter framework as
represented in the
California Curriculum

AWARE____H___e__Pa __e Frameworks. prora__tt:/wwwd __ K-12

AWARE Home Page The AWARE program htt: //www. dnai. co K-12

General Education - Teachers
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Educational Resources on the Internet

General Education - Teachers

:.......:Ste ......... *.....i ect ::::::::::::::::::::::::... .U R G rade
..... .... ........... ........ ... : :z )L e e l

strives to assist the student m/~kenseq/aware.h
who demonstrates "at risk tml
behavior" due to traumatic
intrusion in their lives, for
example, physical or
emotional abuse, fractured
family structure or severe
social and economic
hardships._________

Ask ERIC Includes ERIC's Lesson http://ericir.syr.edu/ K-12
Plans, AskERIC's
Collections, ERIC
databases, and the
AskERIC Toolbox. _________

K-12 Servers This page of TENET Web http://www.tenet.ed K-12
contains links to World u/education/main.ht
Wide Web servers at K-12 ml
schools, school districts,
departments of education,
colleges of education, and
miscellaneous educational
sites. _____________

Cornell Theory Center Includes sections on getting http://www.tc.cornel K-12
your school onto the l.edu/Edu/MathSci
Internet, teaching methods Gateway/eduGatew
and curriculum. ay.html
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Educational Resources on the Internet

1eacner/learner activities
for Math and Science
including puzzles, mind
bogglers, and games. A
least one activity each
month is appropriate for the
primary, middle, and upper
grade levels.

http://204.161.33.100
/Documents/AIMSm
agazine.html

Frank Potter's Science http://www- 7-College
Gems sci.lib.uci.edu/SEP/S

EP.html _____

Lawrence Berkeley Pilot project designed to http://www.lbl.gov/E 6-8
National Laboratory stimulate discussions on the ducation/ELSI/ELSI.
ELSI Project implications of selected html

areas of scientific research
and highlight some of the
research activities taking
place at the lab.

The Interactive Frog Step-by-step directions for http://curry.edschool 9-12
Dissection: An On-line dissecting a frog. Includes .Virginia.EDU/go/fro
Tutorial pictures to demonstrate frog g/menu.html

preparation, skin incisions,
muscle incisions, and
internal organs.

Discover Magazine Offers teachers http://www.enews.co K-12
supplemental science m:80/magazines/disc
resources that include over/page7.html
monthly lesson plans,
quizzes, and activities. 

______

Apple Macintosh K12 Allows you to download http://www.sciedsoft. Chemistry 5-
Learning Games games in the following com/ 12

areas: Chem I, II, III, IV;
Math I, II, III; Latin I,
Greek I, French, Spanish,
German

Classroom Compass Collection of ideas and http://www.sedl.org/ K-12
resources for teachers scimath/compass/cch
interested in improving p.html

Science

................ 4- ............... a I
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Educational Resources on the Internet

instructon m science and
_________________mathematics.

The Astronomy Cafe Allows students to write to http://www2.ari.net/ 7-12
astronomers, hear the latest home/odenwald/cafe.
about hyperspace, black html
holes, time travel, and
-quantum cosmetology.

Eisenhower National Information source for K-12 http://www.enc.org/ K-12
Clearinghouse (ENC) math and science teachers.

Includes classroom
materials, ENC
publications, and links to

___________________other educational resources. ___________ ______

ALCOM K-12 Integrated science, math, http://alcom.kent.ed K-12
Education Outreach and computer/electronic u/ALCOM/K12/k12.
Program information management K- html

12 internet resource.
Participating students
explore new approaches to
education and the use of
technology in the classroom
through workshops held at
Kent State University.

NPR Science Friday Includes weekly science http://majorca.npr.or K-12
Kids Connection curriculum, online program g/sfkids/

library, and a "meet the
scientist" forum, and an
open forum with other
students, parents, and

_____________________teachers.____________

Science Learning Topics include electron http://www.mos.org/ 9-12
Network microscopes, electricity, and sln/sln.html

_____________________rainforests. 
___________

ACS Publications American Chemical Society http://acsinfo.acs.org 10-College
periodicals, books and /
directories. Includes links
to software and ACS job
bank. _ __. _______

Science
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Educational Resources on the Internet

Site Description URL Grade
Title (Address) Level

The Automated A virtual schoolhouse, real- http://aws.com/ 7-12
Weather Source time weather from your
Nationwide School neighborhood, and a severe
Weather Network storm page featuring

Skyscan Lightning
Detection Technology

Center for Earth & National Air and Space http://ceps.nasm.edu 7-12
Planetary Studies Museum - Smithsonian :2020/homepage.htm

Institution. Includes 1
current research at the
Center for Earth &
Planetary Studies, space
shuttle photographs, and
information about the
Apollo Manned Space

. Program

The GLOBE Program Worldwide network of http://www.globe.gov K-12
students, teachers, and /
scientists working together
to study and understand the
global environment. Over
2,700 schools in 32 countries
participate in GLOBE.

National Wildlife Monthly publication of http://www.igc.apc.o K-12
Federation NWF. Includes classroom rg/nwf/

curriculums for teachers, an
on-line library, and a special
kids section. ___________

Cells Alive! Lists science videos http://www.comet.ch K-12
(particularly those related to v.va.us/quill/
cells) available through this
company. Great resources.

Eisenhower National Includes a resource finder http://enc.org/ K-12
Clearinghouse that allows you to search for

classroom materials, ENC
Publications, and ENC

_____________________services

Science
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Educational Resources on the Internet

Penodic table on the WWW. http://www.shef.ac.u
k/chemistry/web-

6-1L

NPR Science Friday Presents weekly science http://www.npr.org/s K-12
Kids Connection curriculums, showcased fids/index.html

scientists, and an open
forum with other students,
parents, and teachers from
schools across the country.

NYE Labs Online Bill Nye presents his http://nyelabs.kcts.or K-12
personal views regarding g/
scientific issues. Nye directs
you to PBS broadcasts and
demonstrates scientific
experiments

The Insects Home Classifies insects; provides http://www.ex.ac.uk/ K-12
Page great graphics and -gjlramel/six.html

interesting facts about each
group. Awarded Top 5% of
Web Sites

NPR Science Friday Presents weekly science http://www.npr.org/s K-12
Kids Connection curriculums, showcased fkids/index.html

scientists, and an open
forum with other students,
parents, and teachers from

__________________schools across the country. __________

The Nine Planets An essay about our solar http://seds.lpl.arizon K-12
system with text, pictures, a.edu/nineplanets/ni
sounds, and an occasional neplanets/nineplane
movie. Each of the planets ts.html
and major moons is briefly
described.

Science
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Educational Resources on the Internet

Accepts arucies, essays,
reviews, or other items for
publication. Includes a
section featuring new
authors and links to classic
pieces.

nttp://www.empirene
t.com/- rdaeley/autho
rs/authors.html

Children's Literature Internet resources related http://www.ucalgary. K-7
Web Guide to books for children and ca/~dkbrown/index.ht

young adults. Includes ml
online children's stories,
links to best sellers and
other resources for parents,
teachers, storytellers,
writers, and illustrators. ______

Entrance to the An interactive, hypermedia http://www.shakespe 6-12
Shakespeare Web environment dedicated to are.com/

the increasingly popular
understanding and
enjoyment of Shakespeare's
plays and other works.__________

Tales of Wonder Folk and fairy tales from http://www.ece.ucdav K-6
around the world is.edu/~ darsie/tales.h

_________________categorized by country. tml______

Kids' Space Exhibition arena for http://plaza.interport. K-12
children's works and net/kids_space/specia
communication pages for 1/nonprofit.html#I|
sharing ideas and finding
friends. Each page
includes a help page(s) to
aid children in
understanding more about

_________________computers and networks.__________

Arbor Heights Cool Writers' publishing http://www.halcyon.c K-12
Writers' Magazine network. om/ahicool/intro _____

Cyber-Seuss Complete works of Dr. http://www.afn.org/~ K-6
Seuss - Great animated afnl5301/drseuss.ht

___________graphics. ml

English Literature/Writing
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Educational Resources on the Internet

Mark Twain
Resources on the
WWW

Lists resources by or about
Mark Twain. They range
from texts of his books to an
analysis of his character's

Nancy Drew Home Describes the authorship, http://sunsite.unc.edu 4-8
Page central themes, and /cheryb/nancy.drew/k

characteristics of the Nancy title.html
Drew mystery series.____________

Scholastic Central Electronic publications by http://www.scholastic K-12
students/teachers. Honors .com/
teachers for their
contributions to education.
Winner of Top 5 % of Web
Sites. ____________

Marlo Marmalade and Tool for creating greeting http://www.marlo.co K-6
JJ Jamm cards. Weekly jokes, m/

puzzles, stories, and games. ___________

The Complete Works Complete online resource http://the- 7-12
of William for all works divided by tech.mit.edu/Shakesp
Shakespeare type: Comedy, History, eare/works.html

Tragedy, and Poetry. 
_____

Books for Children Written by a children's book http://www.users.inte K-12
and More editor. Annotated list of rport.net/-hdu/

books edited and compiled
links to resources for
writers, editors, teachers,
librarians, parents, and
others.

The Tech Classics A searchable collection of http://the- 6-12
Archive almost 400 classical Greek tech.mit. edu: 80/Class

and Roman texts (in ics/index.html
English translation)
complete with user provided
commentary.___________ 

______

nttp://web.syr.edu/~ j
zwick/twainwww.htm
1

English Literature/Writing

I I
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Educational Resources on the Internet

The American Ci
War Homepage

(lamers hypertext links to
useful pages about the
American Civil War (1861-
1865).

http://fiinnelweb.utcc
.utk.edu/~hoemann/
warweb.html

The American Includes the following http://grid.let.rug.nl/ 6-12
Revolution and the sections: The Colonial-~ welling/usa/revoluti
Struggle for Period, The War of on.html
Independence Independence, The

Formation of a National
Government, Westward
Expansion and Regional
Differences, Sectional
Conflict, The Era of
Expansion and Reform,
Conflict Abroad, and
Modem America. __________

The Gallery of the Digital image library of http://www.unl.edu/U K-12
Open Frontier photos, paintings, and P/gof/home.html

drawings that pertain to the
history of the American
West. Allows researchers to
easily view portions of the
holdings of the National

_________________Archives.

Index of Civil War A search engine that http://www.cwc.lsu.e 6-12
Information Available indexes Civil War links. du/civlink.html
on the Internet Allows users to easily locate

resources.

History Resources on Links to resources classified http://nickel.ucs, 8-College
the Internet by: World African, indiana.edu/- histgra

American, Ancient, Asian, d/resources/resources
Classical European, .html
European, Indiana,
Medieval European, and

_________________Middle East______

History-General Links to resources http://execpc.com/ db K-12
oalshist-en.html _-12

The American History Currently 2 Historical http://www.ilt.columb K-12

History

6-12

I
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Educational Resources on the Internet

Archive Project Periods: The American
Revolution and The Native
American Navigator

ia.edu/k12/history/ah
a.html

National Center for Online resources for http://www.sscnet.ucl K-12
History in the Schools National Standards for a.edu/nchs/

United States History for
GradesK-4_and National
Standards for United States
History for Grades 5-12 and
National Standards for
World History. 

_____

United States Online tour of the museum http://www.ushmm.o 8-College
Holocaust Memorial which is the national rg/
Museum institution for the

documentation, study, and
interpretation of Holocaust
history. _____________

Policy.Net Presents campaign http://policy.net/ 6-12
information, publications
about campaigns, and
current issues during up
and corning elections.

Gateway to World Provides resources such as: http://neal.ctstateu.e K-12
History search engines to locate du/history/world hist

Internet resources, a ory/index.html
topically and geographically
organized tree of links for
history, and auxilliary

____________________resources. 
____________

U.S. House of Provides information on the http://www.house.gov K-12
Representatives Home legislative process, /
Page schedules for legislative

activity of the House, and a
list of representatives and
how to contact them. __________ _____

Welcome to the White Pages for: http://wwwl.whiteho K-12
House The President & Vice use.gov/WH/Welcome

President .html

History

I... ........
I
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Educational Resources on the Internet

History

S..e.Descr.pt...URL rGrade
(Address) Level

The Virtual Library
White House Help Desk
White House History and
Tours
The Briefing Room

_________________White House for Kids _________

Economics Resources Curricular materials for http://ecedweb.unom K-12
for K-12 Teachers teaching economics, links to aha.edu/teach.thm

web sites for economic
educators. Note: Need
Acrobat to read certain
documents.
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Educational Resources on the Internet

Assistant
nttp://www.csun.edu/

Lessons Developed by Includes lesson creative http://www.cs.rice.ed K-12
Susan Boone lesson plans incorporating u/~sboone/Lessons/lp

math into real life title.html
__________________situations. 

_____

MathMagic on the MathMagic posts http://forum.swarthm K-12
Web challenges in each of four ore.edu/mathmagic/w

categories (K-3, 4-6, 7-9, hat.html
and 10-12) to trigger each
registered team to pair up
with another team and
engage in a problem-
solving dialog. When an
agreement has been
reached, one solution is

psted for every air.

The Association of Includes guiding principles http://acorn.educ.nott K-12
Teachers of of the association, general ingham.ac.uk//SchEd
Mathematics descriptions of the /pages/atm/

association's journals,
membership information,
list of available
publications, and links to
mathematical sites. ______

Mathematics Archives Provides a search engine http://archives.math. 8-College
WWW Server for searching other Math utk.edu/

sites and links to Math
resources including
teaching materials and

_________________Mathematics Departments. _________

This is Mega Includes games, puzzles, http://www.c3.lanl.go K-12
Mathematics! "A Usual Day at Unusual v/mega-math/

School".

Lessons by Susan Some great Math Lessons http://www.cs.rice.ed K-12
Boone using real-life situations u/~sboone/Lessons/lp

and learned math skills. title.html
Includes an Internet

Math
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Educational Resources on the Internet

Site « .D.ertn.URL Grade
Title .Lel(Address)ee

scavenger hunt and
___________________Internet Pizza Server. ___________

Mathematics Includes issues related to http://forum.swarthm K-12
Education mathematics education, ore.edu/mathed/index

organizations and journals .html
for math education, and
current math research__________

Kathy's Schrock's A link to AskERIC lesson http://www.capecod.n K-12
Guide for Educators: plans, a sstock market et/Wixon/math.html
Math project for K-12, a math

history archive, and math
__________________games.___________

Children's Attempts to address global http://www.apa.org/b 8-12
Mathematical math issues and math ooks/children.html
Development issues related to gender.

Curriculum Links to educational math http://www.he/net/-e K-6
Networking courseware designed for pc/
Specialists elementary ages and other

educational links __________ _____

Math
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Educational Resources on the Internet

Kids Web: A World
Wide Web Digital
Library for Schoolkids

Links to other web sites and
groups them by subject
matter.

ntup://www.npac.syr.
edu/textbook/kidswe
b/

Scholastic Central Features authors and their http://www.scholasti K-8
works including c.com/
Goosebumps and The Magw
School Bus. Also includes

____________________movie reviews ! __________

Get Goosebumps! Provides the schedule for http://www.scholasti K-8
the new Goosebumps TV c.com/public/Gooseb
show and reviews each umps/Goosebumps-

___________episode. Intro.html

Youth Central A central community for http://www.yc.aple.c K-12
kids and teens. Includes om/
Binary Dock (poems, stories,
art, etc.), Entertainment
District (place to talk to
others about TV and music)
and Sports Field (Latest
scores and info about
players).

CyberKids Place to display your stories, http://www.cyberkid K-12
art or other creations. s.com/
Includes a Young Composers
section and a section for fans

___________________of science fiction.

Tate's School of Science experiments, great http://users.aol.com/t K-12
Discovery writing ideas, histories of atestales/index.htm

___________________other cultures.__________

Kid's World Links to Britannica Online, http://pathfinder.co K-12
Where's Waldo, Sports m/@@D5ZY9FLKYwl
Illustrated for Kids, and AQCyu/pathfinder/k

_________Time for Kids idstuff/idstuff.html

Voices of Youth 2-way dialog between young http://www.unicef.or K-12
people from 81 countries g/voy/past/voyl
and the world leaders who

_________________attended the World Summit. _______________

General Education - Students
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Educational Resources on the Internet

ine wc
George

Includes me Curious LUeorge
collection and an on-line
mini-adventure that
changes monthly.

nttp://www.nmco.co
m/hmco/trade/hmi/g
eorge/index.html

Oz Kidz Internaut Educational cyber-mall http://www.gil.com.a K-12
Cyber Center featuring educational and u/ozkidz

edu-tainment sites for K-12
students and teachers.
Received Top 5 % award. _______________

KidPub WWW Publishing network for kids. http://en- K-12
Publishing Good search engine enabling garde.com/kidpub/in

you to search through tro.html
databases containing
stories. _____________ _______

Arbor Heights Cool Publishing network for kids http://www.halcyon.c K-6
Writers' Magazine aimed at elementary om/ahcool/home.htm

students. 1 _____

Microsoft Kids Web Features a "3D Movie http://198.105.232.5: K-12
Site Maker" that can be 80/kids/default.html

downloaded; a list of
products for kids, and a link
to free stuff.

White House for Kids Presented by Socks the http://www.whitehou K-12
White House cat. Socks se.gov/WH/kids/html
takes you on a tour of the /home.html
White House to meet the
president, the first lady and
Chelsea. ______

Kid's Window Kid's tour through Japan. http://jw.stanford.ed K-8
Includes a kid's library, u/KIDS
restaurant, and school in

__________________Japan

Theordore Tugboat Canadian TV series about a http://www.cochran. K-6
cheerful tugboat who likes com/TT.html
to be friends with everyone.
Teachers can review a
synopsis of some episodes

General Education - Students
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Educational Resources on the Internet

and from nere rmi .uu inks
to other sites for children.

Nickelodeon The US based children's TV http://www.ee.surrey K-8
channel. Includes guides to .ac.uk/Contrib/Enter
the Nickelodeon shows such tainment/nickelodeo
as: Clarissa Explains it All, n.html
The Adventures of Pete &
Pete and Rugrats. _____

Kids Internet Link Great list of Kid links for http://www.volusia.c K-12
Page kids, parents, and teachers. om/kids/index.html

Adolescence Directory Electronic guide to http://education.indi 6-12
On-Line information regarding ana.edu/cas/adol/ado

adolescent issues and l.html
_________________secondary education.

Yahooligans Categories include: Around http://www.yahoolig K-12
the World Tour; Art Soup; ans.com
Computers; Games; and
Online Entertainment,
sports, and recreation.

General Education - Students
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Educational Resources on the Internet

The Writers' Computer
Store

Nouware tor script writing;
story development; movie
making; and multimedia.
Includes business, home and
personal categories.

http://writerscompute
r.com

Jumbo Shareware A catalog of shareware that http://www.jumbo.co K-12
includes a description of m/home/mac/biology
each application, the file
size, and the file date. _______________

Southwestern Instructional materials for http://www.thomson.c K-12
Educational business education, om/swpco.html
Publishing computer education,

mathematics, adult
education, tech. prep., social
studies, and technology

___________________education. ___________

The Software Site A repository of shareware http://softsite.com K-12
that includes games and
educational shareware for
Windows and Mac______

The Software Labs Membership required. http://www.softwarel 8-12
One-Stop Shareware Includes mostly games. abs.com/cgibin/passw
Shop ____________ _d. tsi______

Educational Games Categorized by subject area. http://www.bergen.go K-12
v/-jonlee/games/educ

__________________ation.html

Pass the Shareware Links to great shareware http://www.vivanet.co K-12
Please sites. Includes a link to free m/~vjh

shareware and a rating of
____________________each.

The NetCenter Links to more than a million http://neteenter.com/n K-12
shareware and free etcentr/bookstor/shar
software. Can download the ewar/index.html

___________________latest Mosaic browser. _________________

Flix Productions Specialized in educational http://www.eden.com/ K-6
software for children (PC flixprod

Shareware

K-12
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Educational Resources on the Internet

platform). Mostly aimed at
elementarystudents.

Worldvillage Includes a section called http://www.worldvilla K-12
"SchoolHouse" that lists ge.com
educational software
reviews, and tips on
parental control.

Shareware
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Evaluation Tool

Phase 1

Publishing Information:

Title:
Publisher:
Date:
Address:
Phone:
Price:

Type of Technology:

Multimedia Y N
CD ROM Y N

Hardware Requirements:

Processor (386 or 486):
Display (EGA or VGA):
DOS/Windows Version:

3x5 Disks Y N

Hard Drive Space:
RAM:

Program Information: (Circle Appropriate Responses)

Instructional Level
Grades 0 - 4
Grades 5 - 8
Grades 9 - 12
College

Support Materials
Workbooks
Answer Key
Video
Worksheets
Text Cassette

Reviewer Information:

Curriculum Area
Art
Careers
Citizenship
Health
Life Skills
Language Mechanics

Documentation
Good
Fair
Poor

Math
Prob. Solve/Thinking
Reading
Science
Social Studies

Staff Training
Included
Available at Cost
Not Needed

Name:
School/Institution:
Address:
City/State/Zip:

Title:
Date of Review:

Phone:
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Evaluation Tool

Instructional Format:

Yes No N/A

1. Are directions available on the disk?
2. Are directions appropriate to reading level of the program?
3. Is the use of graphics appropriate for adult learners?
4. Is the lesson content appropriate to the intended reading level?
5. Are the number of questions and speed of program appropriate?
6. Is the use of audio appropriate for the level of learners?
7. Is the content accurate and free from errors?
8. Is the content free of racial/sex/age/ethnic stereotypes?
9. Does the program achieve its defined purposes?
10. In a multiple choice format, are the correct answers too obvious?
11. Is there only one type of activity, such as multiple choice?
12. Is there positive reinforcement and motivation?
13. Is there reward for failure (such as interesting graphic for wrong answer?
14. Is there reinforcing feedback after correct answers?
15. Is there help after an incorrect answer?
16. Is there branching, which moves students into harder or easier activities

based on performance?

Program Format:

Yes No N/A
1. Is there user control of the program?
2. Does the disk begin with a menu?

3. Can the menu be returned to easily?
4. Can the instructions be bypassed?
5. Is there a "bookmark" feature to reenter the place most recently completed?
6. Is the audio adjustable?
7. Can the program be modified?

8. If yes, is the modification easy?

Management Format:

Yes No N/A

1. Is there a student recordkeeping system?
2. If so, is it easy to use?

3. Can records be deleted?
4. Can student records be printed?
5. Is there a password or other security for the management system?
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Evaluation Tool

Evaluative Comments (Describe strengths and weaknesses)

Strengths:

Weaknesses:

Instructional Applications: (Circle appropriate response)

Individualized Classroom with Tutor or Instructor Cooperative Learning

Comments:

Stand-alone Lab

(1) Not Recommended
Overall Rating:
(4) Excellent (3) Good (2) Fair
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Evaluation Tool

Phase 2

Step 1 - Objectives

Identify or develop instructional objectives. What do you want the students to learn as a result of using the
software?

Step 2 - Test/Attitude Questions

Identify or develop test items and attitude questions related to the objectives outlined in Step 1.

Step 3 - Selecting Target Population

Three students are selected to be representative of high, medium, and low ability levels.

Step 4 - Student Use

The students use the software during the same session but have their own computers and proceed at their
own pace. They are encouraged to ask questions or express difficulties to the evaluator.

Step 5 - Posttest

After completing the instruction, students take the posttest and respond to the attitude questionnaire
developed in Step 2.

Step 6 - Retention Test

After 2 weeks, administer a posttest. Student data are used to determine the effectiveness and usefulness of
the software.
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